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Abstract-Considered in the present article is the problem of a line load load moving at a constant 
transonic speed across the surface of an elastic half-space. Solution of the problem is derived here 
using the method of Fourier transforms. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of determining the steady-state response of a homogeneous, isotropic elastic solid due 
to the motion of a line load across its free surface is a classical problem in linear elastodynamics. 
It was first proposed by Lamb [l]. Sneddon [2] gave the solution for the subsonic case by using the 
method of integral transforms and also extended the problem to include a moving load tangential 
to the free surface. In general, the problem was first addressed by Cole and Huth (31 for all 
three speed ranges, namely, the subsonic, transonic and supersonic cases, by a complex variable 
approach. However, it was discovered [4] that there are some errors in their solution corresponding 
to the transonic case. The purpose of the present communication is to show that the method 
of Fourier transforms is capable of leading to the correct solution in an easier and more natural 
way than the complex variable approach employed by Cole and Huth. To the best of the writer’s 
knowledge, the solution of the problem had never been approached from this angle before. 
2. BASIC EQUATIONS 
Let zi,22,23 be the Cartesian coordinates fixed in the medium which occupies the half space 
52 > 0. The medium is assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic, and obeying Hooke’s law. In a 
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state of plane strain, the elastic displacements ~1, ‘112 (us = 0) can be derived from the displace- 
ment potentials ~$(zr, 22) and $J(z~, ~2) so that 
74(21,22) = 814 + WA 7-J2(Xl, x2) = 824 - al@. (1) 
It can be shown (see [5,6]) that a solution of the equations of motion is obtained if 4, $J satisfy 
the following wave equations: 
a&5 + a$$ = c;2a,“4, a;+ + a,“~ = c;2a,“Q, (2) 
where ~1 = dm, ~2 = m 0,~ are the Lame constants and p the density of the 
material of the medium) are the dilatational and shear wave speeds, respectively, and t is the 
time. In the state of plane strain, the nonzero stress components are 
011 = 2P&W + x (4w + d27J2) 1 c22 = 2Pd2212 + x (&u1 + a,u,), 
012 = CL (d2w+ &7-42), 033 = x (&Ul + &I&?). 
(3) 
Now, suppose a line load of intensity P acting along the line 21 = ~0, xz = 0, 1x31 < co moves in 
the negative ~1 direction at a constant speed V, so that the solution of equations (2) is subject 
to the following boundary conditions: 
022 (x1,0, t) = -P6 (21 + vt - x0) ) 012 (Xl, 0, q = 0, (4 
where 6(x1 + Vt - x0) is the Dirac delta function. 
An observer moving with the load would, of course, see the load stationary. Thus, if we 
introduce a Galilean transformation 41 = xi+ Vt, 22 = 52, 53 = 53, f = t, then the boundary 
conditions would be independent of t. In other words, xi and t would enter the boundary 
conditions only in the combinations of 21 +Vt. Thus, in the moving coordinate system (OSZ~Z.&), 
equations (2) and the boundary conditions (4) reduce to the following equations: 
(l-M,2)a,2~+&=0, (l-A@@J++$$=o, 
[(M22 - 2) al”4 - =%a274 IzacO = $6 (Xl - x0), [(M,2 - 2) a:$ + z&a24 Izzzo = 0, 15) 
where Mi = V/ci (i = 1,2). For simplicity, we have dropped all the bars over the coordinates in 
equations (5), but it should be kept in mind that they pertain to the moving coordinate system. 
3. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
FOR THE TRANSONIC CASE 
In this case, the load moves at a speed slower than the dilatational wave speed, but faster than 
the shear wave speed. Accordingly, for this case the first two equations in (5) can be rewritten as 
p2@#J + a,“4 = 0, ?aTti = a,“+, (6) 
Note that the first equation in (6) is of elliptic type, while the second is of hyperbolic type. 
Accordingly, we seek the solution of equations (6) in the form of the following Fourier integrals: 
C$ (x1, x2) = & J -1 A (a) e-‘a’azz-iuzl da, 
$J (xi, ~2) = & J -1 B (a) e-ia(z1--yz2) da. 
(7) 
It can be easily verified that the form of solutions (7) satisfies the radiation conditions. 
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Putting (7) into the boundary conditions (5), we obtain the following equations: 
l-y2 w 
Jz;; 
s 
_-m a2A (a) eeiasl &Y - rU2B (a) emiaxl da = $5 (21 - zo), 
(1 - r2) Srn a2B (a) eWiazl da + 2ip Srn Q IQ[ A (a) eFiazl da = 0. 
(8) 
-co -co 
From the second equation in (8), we get 
B (CY) = -2;f?:i;(a) A @). (9) 
Now, putting (9) into the first equation in (8) and performing Fourier inversion [7], we obtain 
A(cY) = -P (1 - r2) Neiazo 
,/%pa2R ' 
B(Q) = JZ&~a~R sign(cr)eiozO, (10) 
where 
N = (1 - r2)2 - 4isign (cr) &, R = (1 - y2)4 + 16f12y2. (ii) 
Insertion of (10) into equations (7) leads to the following expression for the potential +(zi, 22): 
dJ(z1722) = 
-P (1 - r2)3 
2/~rR s 
00 e-lal~za-ia(sl-zo) 
cY2 
da 
+ zip (1 - r2) /jr O” (12) 
WR J 
sign Fay e-lalh-ia~zl-zO~ do 
-CO a'2 
In view of the fact that the integrands in (12) are, respectively, even and odd functions of a, 
equation (12) can be reduced to the following form: 
4(21,x2) = 
-P (1 - y2)3 
s 
m 
WR o 
emapzScosa(q - 20) do 
a!2 
+4P(l-y2)PY 
CLTR J 
O” eScrszz since (21 - ~0) da! 
(13) 
0 02 
Similarly, putting (10) into the second equation in (7), we obtain the following expression for the 
potential @(XI, 22): 
$(21 z2) = 2W(l -72)2 
? 
I-JrR s 
O" sinah -20 - ~2) da 
0 a2 
+8PP27 J O” coscy (21- 20 - yE2) da 
(14) 
PR-m 02 
Putting equations (13) and (14) into (l), we then obtain the following expressions for the dis- 
placement field: 
$$A, (1c1,zz) = (1 - y2)3 Ii + 4 (1 - +y2) ,@I2 - 2Py (1 - y2)2 13 + 8P2y214, 
WR pu2(21,r2) = p (1-r2)312 - 4p27 (l-y2) I1- 28(1-y2)2 13 +8P2y214, 
(15) 
where 
M 
1l(n,~2) = J sina (21 -so) e-apsP dcr 7 0 cr 12 (a,52) = J M COSQ (21 -Io)e_@Z"da 0 (Y 
J O” cos a (21 - 20 - yz2) do J O” sin (Y (21 - 20 - rz2) dcu 
’ (16) 
13 (a, 22) = 
0 Ly 
, 14 (21,22) = 
0 a 
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Integrals (16) are evaluated in closed form using some standard integrals given in [8,9] 
1i(zi,zz)=sign(zr--X0)(;-or),.’ 12(~1,z2)=-log~l, 
(17) 
13 (Xl, x2) = -log 151 - 20 - YG?l 14 (51, x2) = ; Si@ (XI - - 7 20 Y52) , 
where sign(z) = 1 if z > 0, and sign(z) = -1 if z < 0, and 
0x2 
Tl = (Xl - xo)2 + (1 - M,2) x;, Bi = tan-l 
1x1 -201’ 
OL& < ;. (18) 
Note that the second and third integrals in (16) do not exist in the ordinary sense, but they do 
converge in the sense of generalized functions or distributions [9]. Equations (15), (17), and (18) 
give the displacement field in the moving coordinate system induced by the moving line load. In 
two-dimensional elasticity, displacement field is not uniquely determined. Hence, any rigid body 
displacement can be added to expressions (15) to render them more symmetric. 
Expressions (15) are different from those given by Cole and Huth [3]. A close examination of 
Cole and Huth’s original solution which was derived by a complex variable approach revealed 
that there are some errors in both of their equations (38) and (39), which are probably due to 
incorrect separation of real and imaginary parts of the potentials 4, $. Specifically, their solution 
yields minus signs between the first and second terms, as well as the third and fourth terms of the 
first equation in (15) whereas they should be plus signs. The coefficient with the fourth term of 
the first equation in (15) is, according to Cole and Huth, -16, whereas it should be $8. Further, 
they give a plus sign between the first and seond terms of the second equation in (15), whereas 
it should be a minus sign. The same type of errors is also present in the solution of the problem 
given in [6]. Furthermore, the definition of the angle 0~ in the range [O,K] by Cole and Huth 
[3] and Eringen and Suhubi [S] is incorrect, as the function tan-r is discontinuous in this range. 
It is noteworthy that the same inaccuracy is also present in their analyses corresponding to the 
subsonic case. 
In elastic contact problems, normal displacement of the half space is of special importance. 
Thus, putting 22 = 0 in the second equation in (15), we obtain 
u2 (x1,0) = E [rl(V) log 1x1 - x01 + r2(V) sign (51 - x0)], 
where 
rl(v) = 
M$ (2 - M,2)2 JF?@ 2M,2 (1 - Mi”) d@=i 
ITR 7 rz(v) = R (20) 
Equation (19) can be used as the Green’s function for formulating certain types of self-similar 
dynamic contact problems of two-dimensional elasticity. To illustrate this, let us consider the 
plane-strain version of the Hertz problem of steady motion of a rigid punch at a constant transonic 
speed across the surface of an elastic half-space. The punch profile is described by the function 
f(xr). Assuming that there exists perfect contact between the punch and the half space and 
using (19) as the Green’s function, we obtain the following integral equation to determine the 
unknown contact stresses p(xi) under the punch: 
~~a[r,cv gi 0 x1 - x0] + r2(v) sign (xl - ZO)]P (50) dx0 = f (XI), b < Xl < a, (21) 
where the extent of the contact line a-b is unknown and should be determined from the conditions 
that the contact stresses are nontensile throughout the contact line and they vanish at the edges 
of the contact line, i.e., p(a) = p(b) = 0. Furthermore, dynamic equilibrium requires that the 
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net force acting on the punch be equal to the contact stresses integrated along the entire contact 
line, i.e., 
s 
a 
P= p(x1) dx1. (22) 
b 
Since the displacement field in two-dimensional elasticity is not uniquely determined, it is custom- 
ary in two-dimensional elasticity to formulate boundary value problems in terms of the gradients 
of the displacements. Accordingly, differentiating equation (21) with respect to 51 and taking into 
consideration the relation (sign(z)) = 26( x , we obtain the following singular integral equation: ) 
where 
b-cx<a, 
2r2p7 
tan(ar)) = - = 
4di?i?&/_ 
nr1 (V) (2-M;)2 ’ 
(24) 
Equation (23) is a Cauchy-type singular integral equation which can be solved by reducing it 
to the well-known Reimann-Hilbert problem [lO,ll], whence we infer that the strength of the 
singularity in the contact stresses p (xl) is (a - ~1)(-~/~)-‘7(xl - b)(-‘/2)+“, where 7 is given by 
whilst Cole and Huth’s erroneous solution [3] yields 
(25) 
Equation (26) would give totally misleading information about the qualitative as well as quanti- 
tative features of the contact stress distribution under the punch. 
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